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the same size, all the ones on this floor... . But let me show you another. What about this ? It has a better view -more open."
Each first-year " study " was a room of about ten feet six wide by fifteen long, with a high ceiling. The furniture consisted of four or five square tables, as many chairs, and two rows of little cupboards, fixed along two walls at right angles. A big, round stove occupied one of the corners. The whole place looked like a derelict civil-service office. But still, whenever you opened one of these doors, there emerged a kind of psychic wave whose impact was not unpleasant. In the country, when you go into a fruit-shop, even though there is nothing in it, the smell of it at once conveys to you a feeling of pleasure and dreams of plenty. Here what you breathed was, beyond any doubt, the aroma of the thoughts of youth, which is an incomparable tonic. The idea *of living between these walls, despite their official dreariness, did not manage to frighten you.
" Can one choose his own study ? " asked Jerphanion.
" I don't think there are any very strict rules about it. They expect us to make friendly arrangements among ourselves. Perhaps the seniors are given the first choice, I don't know, and I don't care. The essential thing is to get together with possible people."
" Have you come to any understanding with any other comrades of yours ? "
" In principle, the other two fellows from Condorcet will come in with me. One of them is quite a nice chap. He won't be a boarder, as a matter of fact; but he will work in the study. The other fellow we shall scarcely ever see. Not only because he won't be a boarder either, but also because he's a very aristocratic young gentleman, a scion of the nobility. Except for his time at lectures or in die library, he'll be hurrying home to his own private study. He'll just shake hands with us once a term."
46 You're going to be a boarder, aren't you ? "
"Yes, I am . . . although my family live in Paris.   At

